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(3) toWî • • • = w2 h - • • . 

By the definition of g, w% cannot be a left-factor of t0. Therefore, by 
(3), to must be a left-factor of w2. We may write w2 = Wi. 

Equation (1) clearly has the form vwi = v'w2, where v, »'£.F(2). 
This implies that w% is a right-factor of W\. However, Wi = «4~1foWo. 
Since the length of hto is equal to the length of w2f it follows that 
w2 = Wo. Thus, hto = toti and by the remark, p(Jo)=p(*i)=2. This im
plies p(w2) =s and by (2) we also have p(wx) =z. This completes the 
proof. 
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Introduction. Let En be the «-dimensional Euclidean space, (A, a, /ut) 
be a measure space and ƒ be a measurable function from A into En. 
According to the theory of integration the function ƒ is either integra
ble or not integrable. The aim of this note is to show thatnonintegra-
ble functions can be divided into two classes: the totally unintegrable 
functions and the conditionally integrable functions. Moreover we 
shall show that the conditionally integrable functions may be further 
characterized by an index of conditional integration which can take 
the values 1, 2, • • - , n. 

Notations. A subset 91 of Ct is a nest if for any Ni and NtÇEVl we 
have either NiQNt or NtQNi. A nest 91 of a is called a sweeping 
nest for the measure space (A, G, /*) if for each set J9£G with 
/x(P)<oo and for each e>0 there exists a set iV£9l such that 


